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FRONTEND ENGINEER | SOFTWARE ENGINEER___________________________________________________________________

I'm a passionate frontend developer with extensive experience gained primarily
through real-world projects. Specialising in React, TypeScript, Next.js, and Git, I
also bring proficiency in Node.js and Python to the table.

I'm dedicated to continuous learning and growth, whether it's mastering NoSQL
and SQL databases or implementing CI/CD pipelines and DevOps practices to
deploy projects seamlessly on platforms like Vercel.

Let's collaborate and bring your vision to life. Together, we can create something
extraordinary.

TECHNICAL SKILLS___________________________________________________________________

Languages : JavaScript, TypeScript, Python, Java, PHP

Frontend : React.js, Next.js, Tailwind CSS, Styled
Components, Vue, Angular, Sass, React Native

Backend : Node.js, Express, Django, Flask

Databases : MongoDB, MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, Prisma

ML/AI/Data-Science : Pandas, Matplotlib, NumPy, Data Analysis, Data
Manipulation

DevOps : Docker, Kubernetes, Nginx, Vercel, GitHub Actions

Testing : Jest, Vitest

Project-Management : Jira, Agile, Scrum, Kanban

Misc : Redux, WebSockets, Socket.io, GraphQL,
Monorepos

Tools : Linux, Git, Postman, Jira, Confluence, Office 365,
Jupyter

https://diogobcondeco.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/diogobcondeco/
https://github.com/diogobcondeco/
https://twitter.com/diogobcondeco/
mailto:diogobcondeco@gmail.com


EXPERIENCE___________________________________________________________________

Frontend Developer Aug 2023 - Present

Mindera Lisbon, Portugal (Remote)

Vodafone - React.js, Redux, Jest, JavaScript, CSS, Git, Agile, Jira, Jenkins,
TypeScript, Tailwind CSS, Styled Components, Vitest, Kanban, Scrum

● Initiated and developed a project from inception, taking it from concept
to completion

● Functioned independently as the sole frontend developer,
demonstrating autonomy and self-reliance

● Engaged in client discussions to review and propose project ideas,
ensuring alignment with client expectations

● Played a pivotal role in organising and optimising the development
process for the entire team/project

● Implemented and refined new features to enhance project functionality
● Improved UI design using CSS, Sass, Styled Components, and Tailwind

across different projects, ensuring an enhanced user experience
● Employed Redux and Redux Toolkit for efficient state management

within the scope of the project, facilitating smooth data flow and
scalability

● Integrated various APIs to enhance project functionality and access
external data sources efficiently

● Implemented unit tests in Jest to validate code integrity and ensure
project robustness

● Actively participated in Agile ceremonies, contributing to project
collaboration and progress within the designated project team

Frontend Developer May 2021 - Aug 2023

Innotech Lisbon, Portugal (Remote)

Mindera > Vodafone - React.js, Redux, Jest, JavaScript, CSS, Git, Agile, Jira,
Jenkins, TypeScript, Tailwind CSS, Styled Components, Vitest, Kanban, Scrum

● Initiated and developed a project from inception, taking it from concept
to completion

● Functioned independently as the sole frontend developer,
demonstrating autonomy and self-reliance

● Engaged in client discussions to review and propose project ideas,



ensuring alignment with client expectations
● Played a pivotal role in organising and optimising the development

process for the entire team/project
● Implemented and refined new features to enhance project functionality
● Improved UI design using CSS, Sass, Styled Components, and Tailwind

across different projects, ensuring an enhanced user experience
● Employed Redux and Redux Toolkit for efficient state management

within the scope of the project, facilitating smooth data flow and
scalability

● Integrated various APIs to enhance project functionality and access
external data sources efficiently

● Implemented unit tests in Jest to validate code integrity and ensure
project robustness

● Actively participated in Agile ceremonies, contributing to project
collaboration and progress within the designated project team

Junior Frontend Developer Sep 2020 - Apr 2021

Everis / NTT Data Lisbon, Portugal (Remote)

EDP - Angular 9, TypeScript, Sass, Git, Agile, Jira, Jenkins

● Spearheaded the implementation and enhancement of new features to
elevate product functionality

● Utilised Sass and adopted a mobile-first approach to enhance UI design
and user experience

● Actively participated in Agile ceremonies to enhance project efficiency
and collaboration

Orange - AngularJS, TypeScript, Git, Agile, Jira, Jasmine, Karma

● Implemented enhancements to existing features for improved
performance

● Successfully resolved bugs within the project
● Conducted thorough unit and end-to-end testing to ensure product

quality
● Actively participated in Agile ceremonies to enhance project efficiency

and collaboration

Junior Frontend Developer Jul 2020 - Aug 2020



Everis / NTT Data - Internship Lisbon, Portugal (Remote)

Orange - AngularJS, TypeScript, Git, Agile, Jira, Jasmine, Karma

● Successfully resolved bugs within the project
● Conducted thorough unit and end-to-end testing to ensure product

quality
● Actively participated in Agile ceremonies to enhance project efficiency

and collaboration

Full Stack Developer Mar 2018 - Jul 2018

Criactivos - Internship Cartaxo, Portugal

PHP, JavaScript, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, jQuery, MySQL

● Collaborated with a university colleague to develop frontend and
backend of an online store

● Utilised jQuery and Bootstrap for frontend development
● Implemented PHP for backend functionality
● Managed databases using MySQL
● Developed project from scratch
● Implemented MVC architecture for PHP component

EDUCATION___________________________________________________________________

Polytechnic Institute of Santarém Santarém, Portugal

Bachelor’s Degree in Informatics 2018 - 2020

University of Debrecen - Erasmus Debrecen, Hungary  

Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science 2019 - 2020

Polytechnic Institute of Santarém Santarém, Portugal

Higher Professional Technical Course in
Programming  

2016 - 2018



CERTIFICATIONS___________________________________________________________________

I have quite a good amount of certificates, to check them all please visit my
LinkedIn. Usually I post the certificate as soon as I finish it so I can keep track of it.
Some of the courses have a proper certification, some don’t, but since I had great
referrals for those courses I took them anyway and I totally recommend it, in this
case, I’m talking about Frontend Masters courses.

I’ll still display a few here, the ones that helped me a lot in the beginning and the
ones that were more premium.

React -The Complete Guide (incl Hooks, React
Router and Redux)

3/2020 - 2/2021

Udemy.com   Online

React, Redux, React Hooks, React Router, Git, GitHub Pages

● In this course the main project that I developed was a Burger Builder, I
started by using just React, and then while the course continued I
implemented Redux and at the end I changed Redux to React Hooks. I
also used MongoDB for the database. I hosted it on GitHub Pages.

Nuxt.js - Vue.js on Steroids 8/2020 - 8/2020

Udemy.com   Online

Vue, Vuex, Nuxt.js, Git, Firebase

● I learned about Nuxt.js and its structure. I built a blog with an admin area
to create the posts. To store the date I used Firebase.

Vue JS 2 - The Complete Guide (Vue Router
and Vuex)

8/2020 - 8  /2020

Udemy.com   Online

Vue, Vuex, Vue Router, Git, AWS

● In this course I will build three projects. A "monster slaying" project,
where I can attack a monster, heal myself and use special attacks, a
quotes project and the final big project is a stock trader project.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/diogobcondeco/
https://frontendmasters.com/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-b88f8db6-6b48-43ee-8dda-242c8bdb2cc8/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-b88f8db6-6b48-43ee-8dda-242c8bdb2cc8/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-8387bc8c-ed6e-4510-9e1e-6a8ca3a07d9d/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-30d22ecf-0b0a-481e-bd87-2e054b83ce8c/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-30d22ecf-0b0a-481e-bd87-2e054b83ce8c/


TheWeb Developer Bootcamp 10/2017 - 12/2017

Udemy.com   Online

JavaScript, EJS, Node, Bootstrap, MongoDB, Git, Heroku

● In this course I developed a website to show campgrounds. The user can
create an account, new campgrounds and comment on the created
campground. I used Node.js on the back-end and EJS with Bootstrap on
the front-end. I also used MongoDB for the database to store the users
and campgrounds.

  LANGUAGES    ___________________________________________________________________

Portuguese Native C2

English Proficient C1

Spanish Intermediate B1

French Elementary A2

        SOFT  SKILLS  ___________________________________________________________________

Communication
Teamwork
Problem solving
Leadership
Motivational speaking
Positivity

HOBBIES___________________________________________________________________

When I have time, I love to travel, take picture, learn new things, meet new
people/cultures, listen to music, play video games, watch animes/series/movies
and ride my motorcycle

https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-H96151WN/

